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The Distribution of Brownian Motion in R" 
at a Natural Stopping Time 
NEIL FALKNER 
Department of Mathematics, Ohio State University. 
231 West 18th Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210 
For a measure p on R” let ((B,). P”) be Btownian motion in R” with initial 
distribution p. Let D be an open subset of R” with exit time 5 s inf(t > 0: B, $ D}. 
In the case where D is a Green region with Green function G and p is a measure in 
D such that Gp is not identically infinite on any component of D, we have given 
necessary and sufCcient conditions for a measure v  in D to be of the farm v(d.r) = 
P”(BT @d-r, T < 0, where T is some natural stopping time for (B,)+ and we have 
applied this characterization to show that a measure P in D satisfies Gv < Gp if f  Y is 
of the farm v(dx) =Pn(BTE dx, T< [) t fi(d x , w ) h ere T is some natural stopping 
time for (B,) and u and p are measures in D such that a +p =p and B lives on a 
polar set. We have proved analogous results in the case where D = R2 and # is a 
t-mite measure on R2 such that J’ log’ llxll C+(X) < m, and applied this to give a 
characterization of the stopping times T for Brownian motion in R’ such that 
(log’ jIBT/~lll),,C,.: m is P-uniformly integrable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (J2,9, gt, B,, 8,, P”) be the canonical realization of Brownian motion 
in R”. Here 3 is the “usual” completion of 9” z a@?,: 0 < t < 00) and (9t) 
is the completed natural filtration of (Blf; that is, for each t E [0, co), 3, is 
the “usual” completion in 9 of A?p= o(B, : 0 < s < t )-see [ 12, chap. XIII, 
No. 51, By a natural stopping time for (B,) we mean a stopping time with 
respect to the filtration (3J. Let D be an open subset of R” with exit time 
For each measure ,U in D and each (S+topping time T, let P, denote the 
measure in D defined by 
Thus flu, is the measure obtained by letting ,U diffuse under Brownian motion 
up to the random time T, where only sample paths of (B,) which remain in D 
for the whole time interval [0, T] contribute to pT, 
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Suppose D is a Green region with Green function G. Recall that for a 
measure ,l in D, GJ. denotes the [O, co]-valued function in D defined by 
G4x) = 
i 
G(x, Y) till(y) (x E 0); 
D 
G,4 is said to be a potential iff it is not identically infinite on any component 
of D. We show that if p is a measure in D such that G,u is a potential then a 
measure v in D is of the form o = p,, where T is some natural stopping time 
for (B,), iff Gu < Gp and there exists a Bore1 set C c D such that for all 
Bore1 polar sets Z E D, Y(Z) = ,u(Z r-7 C). From this we deduce that if p is a 
measure in D such that G,u is a potential then a measure v in D satisfies 
Gv < Gp iff v is of the form v = aT +/I, where T is some natural stopping 
time for (B,) and a and /I are measures in D such that c1+ p = ,U and p lives 
on a polar set; it follows in particular that in this case v is of the form V= 
%, 3” where r is a “randomized @‘,)-stopping time which is randomized only 
at time 0.” The above results apply in particular to the case where D = R” 
and n > 3, since R’ is a Green region if n > 3. 
We also prove analogous results for the case where D = RZ (which is not 
a Green region). In this case the Green potential Gi, is replaced by the 
logarithmic potential Ua which is defined for finite measures L on R2 such 
that l log+ jlxll dJ(x) < 00 (these measures we call special) and the stopping 
times T considered are restricted to those which have the property that 
m+ IlJhIl)O<t<m is uniformly integrable (with respect to Pp for the 
analogue of the first result described above; with respect to P” for that of the 
second), We apply the first result for R* to show that if ,U is a special 
measure on R2, T a (&)-stopping time, and v = pu, then (log+ IIBTr\rll)osl.,m 
is P”-uniformly integrable iff v is special, U” < Us, and T is P”-minimal in 
the sense that if S is a (9’f)-stopping time such that S & T and p’s = v then 
S = T P”-as. Actually, we prove this uniform integrability result in the more 
general setting of a Brownian motion process (fi,g, &*, 8,, p”) with initial 
distribution ,a, whose filtration (2,) may be richer than the natural filtration 
of (8,). Of course (-St) is still supposed to be small enough so that (8,) is 
Markov with respect to (20 and p”. Such Brownian motion processes are 
discussed in more detail in the next section. 
For completeness, we also treat the case where D = R’. We do this in 
parallel with our treatment of the case where D = R2. 
Let us remark that it is only the uniform integrability resdt whose proof 
must be carried out in the setting of a general Brownian motion process. We 
prove the other results for the canonical realization of Brownian motion. The 
corresponding results for a general Brownian motion process may then be 
easily deduced. For example, if D is a Green region in R”, p a measure in D 
such that G/J is ‘a potential, and (iz,g, Bt,Bl, PO”) a Brownian motion 
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process in R” with initial distribution fl then a measure v in D is of the form 
v = ,+ for some @&topping time T iff Gv < Gp and there exists a set 
FE ,gO such that for all 3orel polar sets 2 c D, we have ~(2) = 
p”((B, E Zj n F). This follows easily from the corresponding result for the 
canonical realization of Brownian motion. Here, of course, fir denotes the 
measure in II defined by 
‘&(A) = P(B, E A, T < 0 
where [= infjt > 0: B, 6? D). 
(A E Bore1 R”), 
Throughout the rest of this paper. notations such as 6, 17 ,u~ , etc. will be 
understood to be defined relative to the open set D s R”, which we consider 
as given at the outset. 
Our Laplacian d is normalized differently than the usual one. We take 
This is done so that d will be equal to the generator of the semigroup of 
Brownian motion in R”. 
2. SOME REMARKS ON FILTRATIONS, STOPPING TIMES, 
AND RANDOMtZED STOPPING TtMES 
2.1. Let a be a point not in R”. Let R= (w: [0, US)+ R”lo is 
continuous} U (w,}, where w, is the function on [0, co) which is identically 
equal to 8. For t E [0, 00 ] define E, on R by B,(w) = m(t) if I < co; 
B,(w) = % Let 3’” = o(B,: 0 < t < 00). For each x E R” let P* denote the 
completion of the unique probability measure on 9” with respect to which 
(B,) is a Brownian motion in R” starting from x. A measure will always 
mean a non-negative measure on a a-field and, given a topological space X, a 
measure on (or in) X will mean a measure on the a-field Bore1 X, which is 
the o-field generated by the closed subsets of X. For each u-finite measure fl 
on R” let P’ denote the completion of the measure on 9’ which assigns to 
FE 9” the mass JP’(F) d,~(x) and let 9’ denote the u-field of P”- 
measurable subsets of R. The restriction of Pp to 9’ is the unique measure 
on 5P with respect to which B, has distribution fl and (I?,) is a Brownian 
motion in R”. For I E [0, m), let 3’; = o(BS: 0 < s < t) and let 
,Sy = {FE .9’“: 3E E 3’; such that P”(FdE) = Cl}; 
let 3, = fi,, ,ia, and 9 = n, 9P, where the intersections are taken over all 
u-finite measures fl on R”. 
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Finally for I E [0, co] let 8, be the unique map of B into a such that for 
allsE[O,~),B,o8,=B,+,. The system (0,9,9, , B,, 8,, P) is called the 
canonical realization of Brownian motion in R”. 
2.2. Another realization of Brownian motion in R” which we shall have 
occasion to use is contructed as follows. Let d = Bore1 (0, 1) and m = 
Lebesgue measure on (0, 1). Let fi= 0 x (0, 1). 2’ = 9’ 0 d, 2; = 
9; @ d, B,(w. u) = B,(w), and gt(u, U) = (B,(w), u). For each u-finite 
measure ,U on R”, let F” = the completion of P” 0 m, sL1 = the o-field of FW- 
measurable subsets of fi, 
If p happens to be the unit point mass at x E R”, p will also be denoted by 
F’. Finally let .g = n, SW and gt = n, g:, where the intersections are 
taken over al\ u-finite measures p on R”. 
2.3. Now each of the filtrations (9:) is right-continuous. Hence so is 
(S’J On account of this and because of the completeness of the fields 9;) a 
function such as 
T=inf{t>O:B,EAi, 
where A is a Bore1 subset of R”, is a (9,)-stopping time, though it may fail 
to be a (91)stopping time. It is a non-trivial fact, however, that for every 
(9:)stopping time T there exists a ($‘)-stopping time T” such that 
Pfi(T# T”) = 0. This follows from the fact that every (9;)-stopping time is 
previsible. It is also true that each of the filtrations (2:) is right-continuous 
and for each @:)-stopping time T, T is previsible and there exists a @p)- 
stopping time To such that F”(T # To) = 0. The relevant references for these 
assertions are [ 12, Chap. XIII, T 13 and Chap. XIV, T 36, T37, and T40; 6, 
Chap. IV, Thtorkmes 78 and 831. 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let (A,.F) be a measurable space. A randomized F- 
random time is a map t defined on A which to each w  E A assigns a 
probability measure s(w) on [0, co], in such a way that for each A E Bore1 
[0, co], the function w  b r(w)(A) is F-measurable. Let (&) be a filtration 
of (A, F). A randomized (S7;)-stopping time is a randomized F-random 
time 5 such that for each t E IO, co), the function w  t--+ r(w)([O, I]) is &- 
measurable. A randomized (9J-stopping time t will be said to be 
randomized only at time 0 iff there exist an &-measurable function f: A + 
[0, l] and an (--stopping time T such that for all o E A, 
where for each I E [O. co], 6, denotes the unit point mass at C. 
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2.5. Notation. For any u-finite measure p in D and any randomized 39?“- 
random time T, pu, will denote the measure in D defined by 
&(A > = j WACO) T(U) (if E lo> L(w)): B,(w) E A 1) (A E Bore1 D). 
2.6. Suppose p is a u-finite measure on R” and T is a .g”-random time. 
Let 
a, = {W E R: u I--+ T(w, U) is not Lebesgue measurable}. 
Then P”(s2,) = 0 (and if T is .gd”-random time, St, = 0). Define r on 0 by 
r(W)(A)=m({uE (0. 1): T(w,u)EA)) if 0 E JI\s2, 
= 4,(A ) if wEQ2,, 
for A E Bore1 10, oc)]. Then t is a randomized .%‘“-random time. If T is a 
stopping time of (..gy) (resp. of (,%‘J, of (<sy)) then r is a randomized 
stopping time of (A+?) (resp. of (St), of (3:)). 
It is easy to check that z has the property that for each H E (Bore1 
10, co 1) @ ,3”, UJ +-t z(w)(H(w)) is .9@-measurable and 
where 71 denotes the projection of fi on R. This property P-essentially 
determines z. If ,u is a measure in D and A E Bore1 D and we take H = 
{(t o) E 10, m ] X J2: I < c(w), BI(w) E A} in this formula, we find that 
PAA > = mu,@ k thus iur = ~11. 
2.7. Given any probability measure a on [0, 031, there is a unique 
increasing right-continuous function J (0, 1) + 10, 031 such that for all 
A E Bore1 10. co 1, a(A) = in(f *[A]); namely, 
J(U) = inf(r > 0: a( [O. 1)) > ~1. 
Suppose p is a a-finite measure on R” and r is a randomized AYW-random 
time. Define Ton a by 
T(w. u) = inf(t > 0: r(w)([O. I)) > u}. 
Then T is a 2“-random time and r is obtainable from T in the fashion 
described in 2.6. {For this T, the set R, mentioned there is empty.) If r is a 
randomized stopping time of (3’~) (resp. of (A?J, of (9,“)) then T is a 
stopping time of (2;) (resp. of (3’0, of By+). By combining these remarks 
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with 2.3 and 2.6, one can see that for every randomized (Sy)-stopping time 
r, there exists a randomized (91)-stopping time to such that pW(r # r’) = 0. 
2.8. Let ,U be a u-finite measure on R”. Suppose 
(2.8.1) “0 is a set, 9 is a o-field on fi, and Pp is a measure on a u-field 
&? p on d such that &’ 2 9.” 
(2.8.2) “(BI) is a family of g-measurable functions in 6, indexed by 
[0, co J, such that for each ~5 E 4, the map t +-+ B,(G) (0 <t < co) is 
continuous from [0, co) into R” and B,(G) = a.” 
(2.8.3) “(Bt) has the same finite-dimensional joint distributions under p’ 
as (B,) has under PW,” 
Then rc is (2, 2’)-measurable and for every FE 9”, p’(x-‘IF]) = P”(F). 
For any g-random time T, there exists a Y-essentially unique randomized 
SO-random time r such that for all H f (Bore1 10, 00 1) @ 9”, 
P({cz E rl: (T(3), x(q) E H}) = 1 P’(d#) z(w)(H(w)). 
P 
(In language which may be more familiar, r is a regular conditional 
distribution of T with respect to p’ given (x. 5V).) Just as in 2.6 one sees 
that, when ,U is a measure in D, ,u, =,u,. 
Now suppose also 
(2.8.4) “(gt) is a filtration of (a,@ and for each t E [O, m), B, is g,- 
measurable.” 
Then for each t E [0, co), 71 is (gl, g;)-measurable. Now it follows from 
4.8 and 4.9 of [ 101 that (2.8.5) and (2.8.6) below are equivalent: 
(2.8.5) “For any A E Bore1 R” and for 0 < f, < t2 < 00, 
where (P,) is the transition function of Brownian motion in R”. That is, with 
respect to the filtration (gr) and the measure p”, (B”,) is a Markov process 
with transition function (P,).” 
(2.86) “For any (go-stopping time T, the corresponding randomized 
2O-random time t is a randomized (97)~stopping time.” 
Actually, as they are stated, 4.8 and 4.9 of [lo] apply only to the case 
where ,U is a probability measure. Recall though that if P is a measure on a 
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o-field .Y and if .Y is a sub-u-field of ..7 such that PJS’ is a-finite then for 
any non-negative ,F-measurable function J E’cflA?) exists and is P- 
essentially unique. Now as p is u-finite, P” 1 a(B,) is a-finite so for any o-field 
.%‘ such that o(B,) c .Y & 9, P/S’ is o-finite. Likewise, p’Iu(B”,) is o-finite, 
etc. Using these observations, one can deal with the case in which y is 
infinite. 
2.9. DEFINITION. Given a &inite measure p on R”, a Brown&n motion 
process in R” with initial distribution ,u is a quintuple (fi,.B, <g,, 8,, P”“) 
which satisfies (2.8.1) through (2.8.5) above. 
3. THE CASE WHERE D IS A GREEN REGION 
Throughout this section, we shall suppose D is a Green region (for the 
Laplacian) in R”. The Green function of D will be denoted by G. The 
purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem and corollary. 
3.1. THEOREM. Let ,u be a measure in D such that Gp is a potentiaf. Let 
v be another measure in D. Then the following are equiuafent: 
(a) There e.xists a (3!)-stopping time T such that I? = pr. 
(b) Gv < Gp, and there exists a Bore1 set C s D such that for every 
Bore1 polar set Z & D we have v(Z) =,u(Z n C). 
3.2. COROLLARY. Let p be a measure in D such that Gp is a potential. 
Let v be another measure in D. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) Gv<Gp. 
(b) There exist measures a and /I in D and a (.%‘J-stopping time T 
such that a +j3=p, ,!7 litws on a polar set, and B = aT. + p. 
(c) There exists a randomized (t.$r)-stopping time z, which is 
randomized only at time 0, such that v = p’, . 
(d) There exists a randomized (9,)~stopping time z such that u =,uu,. 
We remark that in {b) of Corollary 3.2 the measure /I may be taken to be 
that defined by /?(A) = v(A n {Gv = 00 I), as indeed is done in the proof of 
(a 3 b) of Corollary 3.2. We also remark that (a o d) of Corollary 3.2 is a 
particular case of a result proved by Rost in [ 171 for transient Markov 
processes. (Rost supposed p and v to be finite but this was not essential.) 
However (d 3 c) of Corollary 3.2, for example, is not valid for processes as 
general as Rost considered. For instance, it is not valid for uniform motion 
to the right on the line. 
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The implications (a * b) of Theorem 3.1 and (b * c => d z- a) of 
Corollary 3.2 are easy while those which require some work-namely, 
(b * a) of Theorem 3.1 and (a =E= b) of Corollary 3.2-are essentially one 
and the same result; both may be proved by the same method and each may 
easily be deduced from the other. As may be seen from Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 
below, the following result, which we proved in [X], is a special case of 
(b * a) of Theorem 3.1. 
3.3 THEOREM. Let p be a measure in D such that Gp is a potential. Let 
v be a measure in D such that Gv < Gp and for every Bore1 set 
2 s {Gv = co} we have p(Z) < v(Z). Then there exists a (tP,)-stopping rime 
T such thai v = ,uT. 
To prove (b =P- a) of Theorem 3.1, it suffices to consider the case where v 
does not charge polar sets. Until now it was not clear that there existed any 
(9’J-stopping time S satisfying Gp, > Gv with P”(Gv(B,) = co, S > 0) > 0. 
Thus any mass of ,u on {Gv = co ) constituted an obstacle to finding a (9J 
stopping time T such that v =,u,. We have overcome this difficulty by 
constructing a (9J-stopping time S satisfying G,us > Gv such that S > 0 P#- 
a.s. on (Gv(B,) = co}. Then by Theorem 3.3 there is a (9’Jstopping time T’ 
such that @S)T, = v. Then T= S + T’ o 6, is a (@J-stopping time such that 
,u, = V. The stopping time S is obtained as the intimum of a sequence (S,) of 
stopping times where each S, is obtained by applying Theorem 3.3 to ,u and 
a certain measure vk. 
A predecessor of Theorem 3.3 was proved by Baxter and Chacon in 131. 
Instead of assuming p(Z) < v(Z) for every Bore1 set Z s {Gv = co} they 
assumed Gv to be finite. In addition, they supposed Gv to be continuous. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.1 we also need the following simple lemma. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let v be a measure in D such that Gv is a potential, Let Z 
be a Bore1 polar subset of {Gv ( 03 }. Then v(Z) = 0. 
Finally, in order to prove Corollary 3.2, we need the following lemma. It 
can easily be deduced by using the result of Rost’s referred to above. 
However, we give a proof of it here which uses only elementary potential 
theory. 
3.5. LEMMA. Let p be a measure in D such that Gp is a potential. Let v 
be a measure in D such that Gv < G.u. Then for every Borei polar set Z C D, 
VW a4z)~ 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let K be a compact subset of Z. Let v’ be the 
measure in D defined v’(A) = v(A r7K) for A E Bore1 D. Then Gv’ is finite so 
by 6.21 of [11], g iven E > 0 there exists a compact set C&K such that 
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v(K\C) < E and Gv” is continuous in D where v” is the measure in D defined 
by v”(A) = v(A fl C) for A E Bore1 D. As C is a compact polar subset of D. 
there is a finite measure y in D such that Gy = co on C and y has compact 
support in D. Then 
since Gv” is finite and continuous and so bounded on the support of y. But 
J Gv” dy = j- Gy dv” 
and v”(( Gy < 00 )) = 0 so v” = 0. Thus v(K) < E. As E > 0 was arbitrary, 
v(K) = 0. Since K was an arbitrary compact subset of the Bore1 set 2, 
v(Z) = 0 as was to be shown, 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. By inner regularity of v it suffices to consider a 
compact polar set K c D and show that v(K) <p(K). As K is polar, there 
exists a finite measure ,? in D such that K c {GA = co). Now let (UijiEN be a 
sequence of open relatively compact subsets of D satisfying 
ui 1 K3 
I/i E (Gn > 2’}. 
(To see that the last of these conditions is compatible with the openness of 
iJi, recall that GA is lower semicontinuous.) For each i. let yi be the 





so Cj yi(D) < co. Thus if we let y = zi y, then Gy is a potential. Clearly K c 
(Gy = 00 1. If x E D\K then x E D\CJ, for some j whence Cl>i Gy,(x) < 03 
and indeed Ci G~,(x> < 03. Therefore K = {Gy = cc} and Gy, 1 I, on D. 
Hence 
v(K) < v( UJ < j Gyi do = J Gv dy, 
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which concludes the proof, except that it remains to show that j Gy,,& < co 
in order to justify the convergence asserted in the second-to-last step of this 
calculation. To this end, let C = supp y, which is a compact subset of D, and 
let D,,..., D, be the components of D which intersect C. For E= O,..., k let 
x, E D, such that @(xx,) < co. This is possible since G,u is a potential and so 
not identically infinite on any component of D. For each I. G(x,, . ) is 
continuous and strictly positive in D, so there is a positive real number a, 
such that a,G(xl, , ) > 1 on C n D, which is a compact subset of D,. Then 
g = C:z, a,G(x,, ’ ) dominates GYP on supp y,, ; hence g > Gy, throughout D 
by the domination principle. But J g dp < 03 by the choice of the xl’s. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (a +- b). As is well known, for any non-negative 
Bore1 function f in D, 
i 
f(x) G,u(x) dx = E” _ 
and by the strong Markov property, 
I f(x) G,+(x) dx = E” f@,) df . 1 
Thus G,u > GpT = Gv almost everywhere with respect to Lebesgue measure in 
D. Since G,u and Gv are excessive in D, this implies that G,u > Gv everywhere 
in D. Next, there exists FE 9’: such that P(Fd{T= 0)) = 0. Now F is of 
the form {B, E C} for some Bore1 set C & R” since 9; = u(B,). We have 
P({B, E C} A{ T = 0}) = 0 and we can suppose C s D without disturbing 
this equality since ,u lives in D. Now if 2 is any Bore1 polar subset of D then 
Pv(BI E 2 for some t > 0) = 0 
so 
v(Z) = p,(Z) = Pw(BT E 2, T = 0) 
= P”(B, E 2, B, f C, T = 0) = p(Z r-~ C). 
(b * a), Let C’ = Cn {Gv = 00 ). Then C’ is polar and v(Z) =@) 
for every Bore1 set 2 s C’. Also, by Lemma 3.4 in conjunction with the 
supposed property of C, v(Z) = 0 for every Bore1 polar set 2 G D\C’. Thus if 
we let p’ and v’ be the measures in D defined by 
PYN =P@ n wV3 
V’(A) = ~(-4 n p\c)) 
(A E Bore1 D) 
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then v’(Z) = 0 for every Bore1 polar set Z 5 D. Also Gv’ < G,u’, except 
perhaps on the polar set (Gv = 03 }: as Gv’ and G,u’ are superharmonic, this 
implies chat actually Gv’ < Gp’ everywhere in D. Now if T’ is a (JI?~)- 
stopping time such that &, = v’ and we let 
T= T’ on {II,& C’j 
=o on {II, E C’} 
then T is a (.9!)-stopping time and ,u.~ = V. 
Thus we see that if suflices to consider the case where v(Z) = 0 for every 
Bore1 polar set Z L D. Then there is an open set V& D such that 
{Gv= co} c Y and v(V) < 00. For each aE [l, co) let V, be the open set 
Vn ( GV > a}. (Recall Gv is lower semicontinuous.) Now the process 
is a.s. continuous on [O, co] and a.s. finite on (0, co]; see [ 14, Chap. 5, 
Theorem 4.51. Since v({Gv = m)) = 0, Y is P”-as. finite on 10, co]. Thus 
P”-as. 
Hence if. for a E ] 1, co ), we let 
R, = inf(t > O:B,E V,} 
then for P”-a-a. o, there exists a E [ 1, co) such that R,(w) = co. Clearly R, 
increases as a increases. Now let 
R’=infjr>O:l3,6? V,}. 
Since the set of points in the complement of T/r which are irregular for the 
complement of V, is a polar set (see [ 14, Chap. 2, Theorem 6.31) and since v 
does not charge polar sets, we have 
P’U?, C V, , R’ > 0) = 0. 
Therefore 
P”(R, < R’) = P”(R, < R’, B, E V,). 
Hence, since P”(R, < 03 for all a) = 0 and P”(BO f V,) < co, we have 
P”(R,<R’)-0 as a--+~. 
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Let (ak) be an increasing sequence in [ 1, co) such that a, = 1 and for all 
k> 1. 
P”(Rak < R’) < 2-k. 
For each k, let 
A,= W\WoP-'W,\W,+A 
H, = inf{ t > 0: B, E Ak}, 
Vk = VHa. 
vk(V,) = PU(BHk E V, , Hk -c i) 
= P”(H, < R’, H, < 0 
< P”(Qk < R’). 
Thus Ckm,O vk(Y,) < 00. As we shall see, the finiteness of this sum is one of 
the most important points of the proof. 
Now Gv, is harmonic in Dqk; in particular, it is harmonic in W,, , 
which contains the set where Gv is infinite. Also Gv, < Gv. Thus Gv, is finite 
and less than or equal to Gp so by Theorem 3.3 there is a (9J-stopping time 
Sk such that p’s, = vk. Now for any Bore1 set E G D, 
P~,~~,(E> = P’(Bs, E E, So < 5; So -c 3,) + PW,, E E> S, < i, S, < So) 
-G r+,(E) + P,,(E) 
and by induction, 
where L, = S, A ..- /\ Sk. Hence, letting S = inf, Sk, we have that for any 
non-negative continuous function f in II, 
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where we have used Fatou’s lemma in the third step. Now since CiYO 
I’& V,) < 00, a monotone class argument may be used to conclude that for 
any Bore1 set E c Y, we have 
Hence pr,((Gv = co}) = 0. Also, ukAk = {Gv < co} and for every k, 
Gv, = Gv on Ak,Pkr where P, is the polar set of points of A, which are 
irregular for A,; in addition, Gps > GP,~ = Gv, since S < S,. Thus the 
superharmonic function Gps dominates the superharmonic function Gv. 
except possibly on the polar set (Gv = m } U (UkPk). Hence, in fact, we 
have Gp, > Gw everywhere in D. Since also pus{ (Gv = co J) = 0, Theorem 3.3 
yields a (:$J-stopping time T’ such that @,)rj = v. Then T = S + T’ 0 8,q is 
a (,.$t)-stopping time and by the strong Markov property, ~1~ = v. 
Proof of Corollary 3.2. (a G- b). Let /I and y be the measures in D 
defined by 
/l(A)=w(An{Gu=oo}) 
(A E Bore1 D). 
y(A)=u(An{Gv< 001) 
Since Gv < Gp, we have v(Z) <p(Z) for every Bore1 polar set Z c D, by 
Lemma 3.5. Hence ,d <p. Therefore there is a measure a in D such that 
a + /I = p. Now y + p = v. Hence Gy < Ga, except possibly on the polar set 
(G/7 = co}. Therefore Gy < Ga everywhere in D. Also y does not charge 
( GV = co } which contains {Gy = 03 }. Hence, by Lemma 3.4, y(Z) = 0 for 
every Bore1 polar set Z c D. Thus, by Theorem 3.1, there exists a (9t)- 
stopping time T such that a7 = y. Then P = (ry + ,!I. 
(b 3 c). Let J D + 10, 1 ] be a Radon-Nikodym derivative of CI with 
respect to p and let 
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Then r is a randomized (St)-stopping time which is randomized only at time 
0 and 
=P(A)+a,(A)=v(A) 
for all Bore1 sets A z D. 
(c =E= d). This is clear. 
(d * a). Let (a, 9, gt, RI, P”) be as described in 2.2 and let x be the 
projection of fi on f2. As was shown in 2.7, there is a (BJ-stopping time T 
such that for each t E [0, a) and each FE 9 we have 
P(7cl[F']n (2-G tj)=j Pydw)z(w)([O,t]). 
F 
For such a T we have p, = ,u~. Therefore, for any Bore1 set A c D, 
while 
i Gu(x) dx = EB MB,) dt A 1 
where of course e= co K. Thus Gv < Gp a.e. with respect to Lebesgue 
measure in D. Since Gv and Gp are excessive in D? it follows that Gv < G,u 
everywhere in D. 
4. THE CASE WHERE D = R’ OR R* 
In this section we suppose D = R’ or R”. (Thus [= +GC) on a\{~,}.) For 
D = R’, the main results of this section are new, We treat the case D = R’ 
for completeness and since doing so does not necessitate extra work. As D is 
no longer a Green region, it does not have a Green function. In place of the 
Green function, we use the function (x, y) E D t-t @(x - y), where @: D + 
(- 03, a~] is defined as 
Q(x) = -1x1 if D=R’; 
= -(l/4 log II4 if D = R*, x # 0; 
=+a3 if D = R2, x = 0. 
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If p is a measure on D then we define Ut : D + IO, CC ] and U”_ : D -+ [O, m ] 
by U”,(x) = .i @*(x - 17) d,(y) and we define UP, on the set where Uy and 
15’” are not both infinite. by UP = U; - U? . The function U”” is called the 
potential of p. 
4.1. DEFINITION. A measure fi on D is said to be special iff UN is 
everywhere defined and superharmonic in D. Since @- is Lipschitz, if ,U is 
finite and CJ? is finite at one point then CJ” is finite everywhere and is 
Lipschitz. With this observation, it is easy to show that p is special iff 
j. 1 + @- C@ < co. If p is special then p = -dlJV is the sense of Schwartz 
distributions. 
4.2. DEFINITION. Let p be a special measure on D and let (fi, ,.g, 
..>L, B,, pr) be a Brownian motion process in D with initial distribution p. A 
(:&,),)-stopping time T will be called Pw-starzdard iff the process 
W(&:,)h,,,, is P”-uniformly integrable. 
Many facts about PQtandard stopping times may be deduced from the 
fact that (@ -@))o<t<cx is a submartingale. For example, if T is ktandard 
and S is a (.5?()-stopping time such that S < T then S is P”-standard. P’- 
standard stopping times for the canonical Brownian motion process 
(Q, tti, .$(, B,. P”) are (by 4.9 of IS]) precisely the ,u-standard stopping times 
discussed in Section 4 of IS 1. With the aid of 2.2, 2.7, and 2.8, it is easy to 
see that most of the results obtained in Section 4 of [Xl for p-standard 
stopping times are valid for p-standard stopping times. These results are 
used here in this somewhat more general context without further comment. 
pU-standard stopping times are important because of their relation with 
potential theory: a (*$)-stopping time T is PV-standard iff for every compact 
set K !Z D, the expectation 
l,(6) dt I 
is finite and equal to 
(_ .Y(x) - UN’(x) dx; 
.’ x 
see 4.7 of [S I. Thus T is P-standard iff UU - lJ”/ is related to (n”, 9, 
,$r, B,, PM) in the same way G,u - Gp, was for an arbitrary stopping time T 
in the case where D was a Green region, 
Note that T is &%tandard iff 
lim [ @-(I) d/i,/,,,(x) = 0 uniformly in t E 10. 03). 
’ ‘Or? “‘~.T~i>r 
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Thus if r denotes the randomized (59&stopping time corresponding to T, as 
described in 2.8, then T is &tandard if?’ 
lim ” 
1 
@-(“q &,&) = 0 uniformly in t E [0, co). 
r ** 1x1 > r 
where 5 /\ I is the randomized (..9~)-stopping time defined by 
4.3. DEFINITION. Let ,U be a special measure on D. A randomized (gZ)- 
stopping time z will be said to be P-standard iff 
lim 
I 
@ ~ (~1 &,r&) = 0 uniformly in t E [ 0, co). 
r-a) 1’111 > r 
4.4. DEFINITION, Let p be a measure on D and let (fi, 2, $, B”(, P”) be 
a Brownian motion process in D with initial distribution P. A (2t)-stopping 
time Twill be said to be p”-minimal iff whenever S is a (gl)-stopping time 
such that S < T and ps = ,+ then S = T PM-as. 
We remark that in the case considered in Section 3, where D was a Green 
region with Green function G, if G.u was a potential and S and T were (%gt):,- 
stopping times such that S < T then 
for every non-negative Bore1 functionfin D, so ,us =fir iff S A [= T A [P”‘- 
as. However, in the case being considered in this section, where D = R’ or 
R’, there exist non-trivial examples of stopping times which are not p’- 
minimal. For example, if p is the unit point mass at 0 and T is the first time 
(B,) hits the circle of radius 1 centred at 0 after hitting the circle of radius 2 
centred at 0 then T is a (,@()-stopping time which is not p““-minimal since 
pT =+us, where S is the first time (8,) hits the circle of radius 1 centred at 0. 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem and 
two corollaries. 
4.5. THEOREM. Let p be a special measure on D. Let v be another 
measure on D. Then (a) and (b) below are equivalent: 
(a) There exists a P%tandard (90~stopping time T such that v = fir. 
(b) v is special, 7-P & UP. v(D) =p(D), and their exists a Bore/ set 
C G D such that for all Bore1 polar sets Z G D, v(Z) = ,u{Z n C). 
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4.6. COROLLARY. Let p 6~ a special lneasure on D. Let 11 be another 
measure on D. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) v is special, V < U“, and v(D) =p(D). 
(b) There exist measures a and @ on D and a P”-standard (.%f}m 
stopping time T such that u $ /3 = p, ,8 tiues on a polar set, and v = u ,. + 8. 
(c) There exists a P@-standard randomized (8%‘J-stopping time z. 
jrxhich is randomized only at time 0, such that v =,ul,. 
(d) There exists a PM-standard randomized (A?!)-stopping lime 5 such 
that I! = p, 
We remark that in (b) of Corollary 4.6 the measure p may be taken to be 
that defined by /I(A) = v(A n {U” = a~}), for the same reason that an 
analogous choice of /I was possible in (b) of Corollary 3.2. 
4.7. COROLLARY. Let p be a special measure on D and let (fi, 9, 
gf, Bi, PB) be a Brownian motion process in D with initial distribution fi. 
Let T be a (,$()-stopping time and let v =pf. Then the foilowing are 
equivalent : 
(a) T is P”-standard. 
(b) v is special, I/” < II”, and F is p#-minimal, 
In the same way that the proof of (b =j a) of Theorem 3.1 depended on 
Theorem 3.3, the proof of (b =S a) of Theorem 4.5 depends on the following 
result which we proved in [8 1. 
4.8. THEOREM. Let ,u and v be speeiaf measures on D. Suppose u” < U”, 
V(D) = p(D). and for euery Bare1 set Z C_ (Cr; = co ) we have ,u(Z) < v(Z). 
Then there exisrs a PUmstandard (.21)-sfopping time T such that v =p?-. 
4.9. Remarks. A predecessor of Theorem 4.8 was proved by Baxter and 
Chacon in 131. Instead of assuming p(Z) < v(Z) for all Bore1 sets 
2 G (U” = a3 }, they assumed 0” was finite. In addition, they supposed I/” 
was continuous and U”(X) - V’(x) + 0 as llxll+ 03. They did not show that 
their stopping time was P%tandard, though it was. They did show that if v 
has a finite second moment then so does fl and T can be chosen to have a 
Finite PO-expectation. 
In connection with this, let us explain the relation between standard 
stopping times and stopping times with finite expectation. Let 1 be a special 
measure on D, let (d, ,8, ,gt, B,, P”) be a Brownian motion process in D 
with initial distribution ,u, and let T be a (&+r)-stopping time. If l?‘(T) < CO 
then T is FM-standard. This follows from the fact that l?“(T) is finite iff 
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(II &A* - &llz)0,,<lX3 is B’-uniformly integrable, together with the easily 
verified inequality 
V(x) < Q-(J)) + constant t 0-(x -y). 
On the other hand, if T is pP-standard then by combining Lemma 5 of [3] 
with (b) of Corollary 4.7 of IS], one can see that 
Thus when T is pw-standard, if pLr has a finite second moment then so does ,U 
and g;“(T) < 00. (We remark that a similar result is valid for dimensions 
n > 2; in this case, ,U can be any finite measure on R” and T any (*$r)- 
stopping time which is P”‘-a.s. finite.) 
The first result concerned with describing the possibilities for the 
distribution of Brownian motion at a stopping time was proved by 
Skorokhod in [ 191. (This paper is in Russian; for an account in English, the 
reader may consult Chapter 7 of the English translation of Skorokhod’s book 
[201.) Skorokhod considered the case D = R’ and p = the unit point mass at 
0: he worked with the process (fi, %g? St, B,, FM) obtained by crossing 
(R, ,J??, g(, B,, P) with Lebesgue measure on (0, 1) as described in 2.2 and 
he showed that given a measure v on D, there exists a (B,)-stopping time T 
satisfying EU(T) < 00 such that v = fir iff v is a probability measure, 
~x’dv(x) < 00, and J” x dv(x) = 0. Dubins in [ 71 and Root in [ 161 indepen- 
dently proved the corresponding result for the process (J&g, gt, B,, P”); 
that is, where Skorokhod had obtained only a (Bl)-stopping time, they 
obtained natural stopping times. In order to clarify the relation between 
Dubin’s and Root’s result and that of Baxter and Chacon, let us point out 
that for D = R’ and p = the unit point mass at 0, a probability measure v on 
D is special iff s 1x1 dv(x) < co, in which case @( e -5) - U” is non-negative 
and tends to 0 at infinity, where 5 = J‘ x &J(X), so II” < UP iff 1 x du(x) = 0; 
see Section 2 of [4]. 
The equivalence of (a) and (d) of Corollary 4.6 was proved in 19, 
Chap, 111, A result related to (a + d) of Corollary 4.6, proved in the more 
general setting of standard Markov processes, was established by Rost in 
1181. 
Corollary 4.7 for the case D = R’ and P = the unit point mass at 0 was 
proved by Monroe in Theorem 3 of [ 131 using the theory of barriers which 
was introduced by Root in [ 161. Recently Chacon and Ghoussoub in [5] 
gave an easy proof for the same special case, using potential theory. Their 
method easily generalizes to the case where ,u is any special measure on R’ 
but to handle the case D = R2, problems with polar sets had to be overcome. 
This can be done using Theorem 4.5. 
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In order to prove Theorem 4.5 and its corollaries. we need analogues of 
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 for the case where the Green potentials considered there 
are replaced by the kind of potentials used in this section. The necessary 
analogues are easy consequences of the two more general results which 
follow. 
4.10. LEMMA. Let W be an open subset of R” and let v be a superhar- 
manic function in W with Riesz measure v = -Au. Let Z be a Bore1 polar 
subset of {z) < 00 }. Then v(Z) = 0. 
4.11. LEMMA. Let W be an open subset of R” and let u and u be 
superharmonic fknctions in W with Riesz measures p G -Au and v = -Au. 
respectively. Let E be the set of points in W which are regular for (v < u }. 
Then for etlery Bore1 polar set Z c E, v(Z) <,u(Z). In particular. if u < u 
throughout W then for every Bore1 polar set Z c W, v(Z) <,u(Z). 
Proof of Lemma 4.10. It suffices to consider a compact polar set K c 
(I: ( 03 } and show that v(K) = 0. Now K is contained in an open relatively 
compact subset of W, say k: Let G be the Green function of V and let ,U be 
the restriction of v to V. Then p is a finite measure in Y and c = Gp + h in C: 
where h is some harmonic function in V. Now KC { Gp < co} so by 
Lemma 3.4, ,u(K) = 0. Thus v(K) = 0. 
ProofofLemma 4.11. Case 1. Assume that W is a Green region with 
Green function G and exit time v = inf(t > 0: B, $ W) and that u = Gp and 
z! = Gv. Let F= (u < u) and let 
T=inf{t>O:B,EF}, 
a(dx) = P”(B,. E dx. T < q), 
&dx) = P”(B,. E dx, T < q). 
Then, as is well known, for every x E W, 
and 
Ga(x) = Ex[Gp(BT): T < q], 
G/l(x) = E”[Gv[B,): T < r/l, 
Now B, E E as. on {T < r) and, as F is finely closed, E c F. Thus 
G/3 < Ga. Hence, by Lemma 3.5, p(Z) <a(Z) for every Bore1 polar set 
2 c W. But for x E w\E, P”(T= 0) = 0 so for every Bore1 polar set Z & E. 
a(Z) =p(Z) and ,!?(Z) = Y(Z). Here we have used the fact that if 2 is polar 
then, almost surely, {B, & Z for all t > O}. 
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Case 2. Let W, U, and v be as general as in the statement of the lemma. 
Let K be a compact polar subset of E. Then there are open sets Ii and V 
such that K G U, U is relatively compact in V, and V is relatively compact in 
W, Then u and v are bounded below in Y so there is a constant c E R such 
that u + c and u + c are non-negative in V. Now among all non-negative 
superharmonic functions in V which are greater than or equal to u + c (resp. 
ZJ -t c) in U, there is a smallest one which we denote by f (resp. g). We have 
f= u + c in Ii and g = v + c in U so the Riesz measures off and g coincide 
with ,u and V, respectively, in U. As U is relatively compact in V,f and g are 
potentials in V. Now { g <f} n U = {v < U) n II so every point of En U is 
regular for {g <f}. Hence v(K) <p(K) by Case 1. From this it follows that 
v(Z) <,u(Z) for every Bore1 polar subset of E, by inner regularity of Y. This 
concludes the proof of Lemma 4.11. 
Now if A is a bounded Bore1 subset of D and 
T=inf(f>O:B,&A} 
then for any special measure p in D we have 
W(x) = EX[ U’(B,)] 
for all x E D. We need to know that this formula is also valid for certain 
unbounded Bore1 sets A s D. The extent to which this is true is analyzed in 
the following result. 
4.12. PROPOSITION. Let A be a Bore1 subset of D and let 
T= inf{t > 0: B, cf A). 
Suppose D\A is not polar. Then T < 03 as. and 
(a) There exists M E (0, CCJ) such that for all x, y E D and all (9,) 
stopping times Q < T, 
EX[@-(B, -y)] GM + C(x) + a-(y). 
(b) For any special measure ,u on D and any (St)-stopping fime 
Q < T, the measure pa is special. 
(c) There is a unique real-valuedfunction a on D such that a vanishes 
on the set of regular points of D\A and for all x, y E D, 
E”[@(BT -y)] - a(x) =EY[@(B, - x)1 -a(y). 
(dj a satisfies 0 < a(x) <M + @P(x)for all .Y E D. 
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(e) !f ,a is a special measure on D then for every .y in D, 
(f) Far anl, special measure p on D, T is P”-standard tra = 0 pc-a.e. 
(g) Given x E D, we have a(.u) = 0 lyf there exists a non-zero special 
measure /I on D such that ((0 A Ua)(B,,): 0 ,< t < co} is Y”-uniformly 
integrable. 
(h) If there exists a non-zt?ro special measure /I on D such that I/” is 
hounded below on A then a = 0 identicallv on D and for ez:ery special 
measure p on D, T is P”-standard and 
for all x E D. 
4.13. LEMMA. For any Jinite measure p on R* and any r E 12. a)), 
Ibyhere o is one-dimensional Lebesgue measure on R2. 
4.14. LEMMA. Let ,u be a finite measure in D. For each r E 10, oo), let 
S, = inf(t > 0: IJB,lI > r). Thenfor all J ED, E”[O”,(Bsr)) -+O as r-+ 00. 
Lemma 4.14 is needed to prove (g) of Proposition 4.12. Lemma 4.13 
follows from the fact. easily verified by calculation, that if r E 12, 00) and 
JlEDwithr-I <(/ylj<r+l then 
Lemma 4.14 is trivial when D = R’ for then UT = 0. When D = R’ it 
follows from Lemma 4.13 by a simple Poisson integral calculation; namely, 
for r > llxjl we have 
where n = 2 and uu = a({z E R”: jlz 11 = 1 }). 
Proof of Proposition 4.12. First let us say that the existence of the 
function a is well known. This function is discussed in Sections 4 and 5 of 
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Chapter 3 of 1141, where it is called WoV, and also, for the case where A is 
open. in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 6 of 1151. Nevertheless, we feel it is 
best to give here a self-contained proof of the proposition. 
As D = R’ or R’, Brownian motion in D hits any non-polar Borei subset 
of D in finite time almost surely. Thus T < 00 as. Since D\p is non-polar, 
the set of regular points of D\A contains a non-polar compact set, say C (by 
the capacitability theorem). Let V = D\C. As C is non-polar, V is a Green 
region. Let G be its Green function and let 
R = inf(l > 0: 8, E C), 
d = the Euclidean metric on D, 
R, = inf(t > 0: B, E C,}, 
V, = D\C, . 
Now T < R and if x E I/ then R, T R Pxma.s. while if x E C then x is regular 
for Db so T = 0 P-as. Thus T A R, T T as. Now let (W,) be a sequence of 
bounded open subsets of D such that W, T D and let S, = inf{s > 0: B, & W,}. 
Then S, t co so {S, < T} 1.0 as. Let Tk,!= T A R, A S, and T,= T A S,. 
Then T,,, = inf{t > 0: B, &A f~ V,n W,\ and T, = inf{r > 0: B, $A n W,}. 
Now let p E V. If D = R2 choose p so that d(p, C) > 1. If D = R’ let ,l be 
the unit point mass at p, while if D = R* let 1 be the uniform unit 
distribution on {x E D: d(x, p) = 11. Then -U”(z) = @-(z -p) for all z E D 
and there is a harmonic function h in V such that u” = GA - h in K Now 
-Ua<h<M,-tJ’ in V, 
where M, = sup GA. By the domination principle, M, = sup(GA(x): 
x E supp a}. From this it is easy to see that M, is finite. 
Now let Q be any (9[)-stopping time such that Q < T and let Qk,, = 
Q A Tk.1 and Q1 = Q A T,. Observe that A n Vk n W, is bounded in D and is 
bounded away from the complement of V and hence is relatively compact in 
V. Therefore, as h is harmonic in V, we have for every x tZ U, 
= h(x) 
GM, -t @-(x-p) 
Letting first k and then 2 go to infinity and applying Fatou’s lemma we find 
that 
I?[@-(EQ -p)] GM, + Q-(x -p)e 
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This estimate actually holds for all x E D since for x E C we have T= 0 P”- 
a.8. Now there is a constant M, E 10, 00) such that for all I, ~1 E D, 
(If D = R’ we can take M, = 0. If D = RL we can take M, = (log 2)/n, as is 
easily verified by using the fact that for all a, b E 10, 00). 
log’(n +b),<log+f1 +u)+fog’b. 
The latter inequality may be verified as folIows. If b < I then log ‘(a + b) < 
log+(a+ 1). if b> I then 
log+{~tb)=logh+~C+hl~x-~~ 
‘b 
=log+(n+ l)+log+ 6.) 
Then we find that assertion (a) of the proposition holds with 
M= M, t 3Mz + 2@-(p). Assertion (b) follows easily from assertion {a). 
Next, applying Fatou’s lemma, we obtain 
Now actually, as W is subharmonic and each of the sets A n W, is 
bounded, EX[@-(B7.,)/ ulcreases to a limit which we may write in the form 
q@-(B,)] t a(x). 
Evidently, 0 <u(x) GM+ W(X). Now for any y E D, the function 
z t-+ W(z) - @-(z - y) is bounded and continuous on D so 
EXI@-(B,,) - W(B,, -y)] + E”I@-(B,.) ~ @ -(II-y)]. 
Thus for all X. y ED we have 
E”I~-(B,.,--??)]~E”(~.-(B,.--J?)] +a(x). 
NOW {s, 2 Tj T R a.s. and given y E D, for all I large enough that 
{z E D: d(z, JJ) < 1 } G W, we have Cp + (BS, - v) = 0 a.s. so 
E’p+(BT,--y)] =EXI@+(B,-y):S,> T] 
+ EXJ@+(B,,-y): s, < TJ+E”I@+(l?,-I’)]. 
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Thus for all X, y E D, 
E”p(B,I-y)] -+E”[@(B,-4’)] -a(x). 
(Of course this limit is a decreasing one because @(a -y) is superharmonic 
and each of the sets A n W, is bounded.) Now because each set A n W, is 
bounded, 
EX[@(E,,-y)] =E~~@(Br,-X)]. 
(This follows, by approximation, from the symmetry of Green functions.) 
Thus for all X, y E D, 
EXp#qB,-y)] -a(x)=EYp(E, -x>] -a(y). 
Also, from the definition of a it is clear that a vanishes on {x E D: 
P(T > 0) = 01; that is, a vanishes on the set of regular points of D\p. 
Suppose b is another real-valued function on D such that for all x, y E D. 
EX[@(ET’-y)] -b(x) = EY[@(B, - x)] -b(y). 
Note that for any X, y E D, 
so if xfy then E”[@(B,-y)] is finite. Thus if x, y &D are distinct, a 
subtraction yields a(x) - b(x) = a(y) - b(y). Thus a - b is constant. This 
proves the uniqueness of a. Assertions (c) and (d) of the proposition have 
now been established. Assertion (e) may now be easily verified by some 
interchanges in order of integration. 
To see (f), note that as @- is subharmonic and each of the sets A f7 W, is 
bounded, {W(BTAt): 0 < t ( co 1 is P-uniformly integrable iff 
(8-(E,J: E E N} is. 
Now by Theorem 21 of Chapter I of 161, the latter is P-uniformly 
integrable iff 
E”[W(E,,)] + E’[@-(E,)) < co. 
But the finiteness of EW[W(B,)] follows from the fact that ,U is special 
together with the estimate given in (a) and, using the monotone convergence 
theorem, we see that 
= E’[@-(B,)] + 1 a d,u. 
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The forward implication in (g) follows from the reverse implication in (f) 
with /?= the unit point mass at 0 (for then 0 A U” = -@-). Let us now 
prove the reverse implication in (g). Let /3 be a non-zero special measure on 
D such that ((0 A U’) (B,,,,,): 0 < f < oc,) is P”-uniformly integrable. Let us 
make a special choice of (IV,), namely, W, = ( JJ E D: ]/??]I < l}. Then S, = 
inf(/ > 0: /]B,]l > I}. Now by Lemma 4.14, 
.!?‘I ut (B&) 1 + 0. 
Since 0 V I/” < Ut, we also have 
E”I (0 v U”)(B,y,) ] + 0. 
Now ((0 A @)(B,,): 1 E N} is P”-uniformly integrable and (S, < T} 1 0 a.s. 
Hence 
E”I(O A U”)(B,,): 8, < TI + 0. 
But Ut - r/y = (0 V UO) + (0 A UD) so we find that 
EX[U”(~,,): s, < T] --* 0. 
Thus 
E”[U”(B,,)] =E”lU”(B.): s, > T] 
+ E~[UD(B,J: s, < T] -+E”~U!.(B,.)]. 
Now Ut -p(D)@- is bounded and continuous on D. Hence 
EX[@-(B,.,)I + E*[@-(B,)j. 
But earlier we saw that 
E+f--(B,,)] -E”I@-(B,)] + a(x). 
Thus a(x) = 0. This concludes the proof of (g). The assertion (h) is easily 
deduced from (e), (f) and (g) on noting that if UD is bounded below on A, 
say by L, then since (U”(B,)) is as. continuous, (UB(Brnl)og,Ca, is PI-a.s. 
bounded below by L. for every x f D such that PX(T= 0) f 0. 
Proof of Theorem 4.5. (a z-b). As T is P%tandard, it is P’-as. finite 
(so v(D) = p(D)), v is special, and for any compact set K F& D, 
whence U” > U”. The reader may consult Section 4 of IS] for a proof of 
these facts. 
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(b 3 a). Using Lemma 4. IO we can reduce to the case where v does 
not charge polar sets, just as we did in the proof of (b =B a) of Theorem 3.1. 
(In the notation used there, it is obvious that T is P’-standard if T’ is P”‘- 
standard.) 
For each c1 E [ 1, co), let V, be the open set (U” > a) and let 
R, = infit > 0: B, E V,}. 
Then R, T co as. Now let 
R’ = inf{r > 0: B, #? Y,). 
R’ < 00 as. so P”(R, <R’) + 0 as CI + 03. Let (ak) be an increasing 
sequence in [ 1, co) such that a, = 1 and for each k > 1, P”(Rok < R’) < 2-k. 
For each k let 
Ak= (D\wO~u(wk\wk+d~ 
H, = inf{t > O:B, E Ak}, 
Vk(V,) = P”PMk E VI) 
= p”(H, < R’) 
< p”(Qk < R’). 
Thus 
Now by (g) of Proposition 4.12 (with ,!I = u) 
Lyx) = EX[ U”(B,J]. 
Thus, since BHX is a.s. in the tine closure of A,, Wk is bounded above by 
ak+, Also, Hk is P”-standard so 
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Thus, by Theorem 4.8, for each k there is a PU-standard (A%+~)-stopping time 
S, such that ,uus, = vk. Let S = inf, S,. Then S is a PM-standard (9f)-stopping 
time such that 
for all k. But lYk = .!J” on A,\Z,, where Z, is the polar set of points of A, 
which are irregular for A,, and 
Thus U’” > U” on the complement of a polar set and so, in fact, everywhere. 
Now, just as in the proof of (b * a) of Theorem 3.1, one uses the finiteness 
of Cpi, vk{ V,) to show that ,uJ (U” = 03 }) = 0. Then, by Theorem 4.8, there 
is a P’S-standard (9t)-stopping time T’ such that (Us),, = V. Let 
T= S + T’ o OS, Then T is a (.$&stopping time, pr = V, and by 4.8 of 18 1, T 
is PM-standard. 
Proof of Corollary 4.6. Corollary 4.6 may be deduced from Theorem 4.5 
with the aid of Lemma 4.11 in a fashion entirely analogous to that in which 
Corollary 3.2 was deduced from Theorem 3.1 with the aid of Lemma 3.5. 
The only difference is in checking the points having to with standardness of 
stopping times or randomized stopping times. Let us just check one of these. 
In (b 3 c), z is of course taken to be 
where fi D + 10, I 1 is a Radon-Nikodym derivative of a with respect to b. 
Now T is Pa-standard and we want to show r is PQtandard. But, as r -+ 00. 
For the proof of Corollary 4.7, we need the following domination principle 
which is proved in Section 3 of [8]. 
4.15. PROPOSITION. Let u and /I be special measures on D. Then 
UB > U” lyJ the following three conditions hold: 
(a) L/O > U” rx-a.e.. 
@I W-4 < a(D), 
(c) /I(Z) > a(Z) for every Bore1 polar set Z c D. 
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Proof of Corollary 4.7. (a + b). Since F is P”‘l-standard, v is special, 
VU< U’, and if 3 is a (9’!)-stopping time such that 3 < F then ~3 is special 
and 
for all compact sets K & D. If ,LL~ = v then letting K T R we obtain 
whence 3 = F PU’-a.s. Thus T is FU-minimal. 
(b + a), Let us just suppose that T is a @&-stopping time such that 
o =pui: is special and U” < U p. Note that v =pi: implies u(D) <p(D) while 
U” < U” implies v(D) > p(D), so T < 00 p”-as. and v(D) =@). We show 
that there is a PU-standard (.-@t)-stopping time $4 F such that ~9 = v. Then 
if in addition T is p’-minimal, we have 3= ? P-as. so F is p@‘-standard. 
Case 1. Suppose PO(F= 0) = 0. Then 11 does not charge polar sets so by 
(b + a) of Theorem 4.5, in conjunction with 2.3 and 2.8, there is a fjp- 
standard (go-stopping time Q such that ,uo = P. 
Let R’= 0 A p. Then R’ is p-standard. pi does not charge polar sets, and 
UUz> WI”. Now let 3 be the set of F”-standard (2t)-stopping times a’ such 
that w < 2’ and l.P”’ > U”. Then R’ E 9 and, by 4.5 of [8] (with 0 = u), the 
limit of any increasing sequence in 9’ belongs to 9. Hence 9 has P- 
essentially maximal elements; let 3 be a p’-essentially maximal element of 
9. Let 1 =p,-. We show A = v. Consider the three measures 
Then a + y = II. and p + y = V. Let A = {U’ > U”) and for q rational let A, = 
(u-l > q > U”). 
At this point, some artificial complications are about to intrude on 
account of the fact that we have not assumed that the filtration (gf) is 
complete and right-continuous. Let 
28’ = {F: 3E, G E 3 such that E E F G G and p’(G\E) = 0}, 
BP = the unique extension of p” to a measure on 9, 
.&[ = n {F f ‘9: 3E f gs such that Ps(F A E) = Cl}. 
921 
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Then (J?, ,6.5?(. fi,. p’) is still a Brownian motion process in D. We remark 
that it is not obvious that a stopping time z which is minimal for (6,2, 
,g,, al. Pv) is still minimal for (fi,&, &f. B,, p”), though it will be, provided 
pi is special and U”’ < U”. as will follow once the proof of the corollary has 
been completed. Now by the strong Markov property, (fi, 2, fig+,, @zclr PLI) 
is a Brownian motion process in D with initial distribution A. Define 
y:.&Q by 
(Recall R is the sample space of the canonical realization of Brownian 
motion in D. That is, Q consists of all continuous functions LO: 10, oo)+ D. 
together with the function on 10, 00) which is identically equal to a.) Then 
li, is {@. ..@‘)-measurable. 
Pyl+!- ‘IF]) = e(F) for all FE ,-$I, 
and li/ is (*S+t, .Sf)-measurable for all E. Also, w is (Bs+,,~,“)-measurble 
for all t. Now consider any rational number q. Let 
H=inf{t>O:B,&A,) 
and let A’ ~1,. Then by fh) of Proposition 4.12 (with /3 = A), H is PI- 
standard and 
for all x E D. It follows that U-“(x) > 4 if x E A,, while U”‘(x) = v”(x) if x 
,is regular for D\p,. Thus I/“’ > U”, except possibly on the polar set of 
points of D\Ap which are not regular for Dp4,. Hence in fact, .!/.%‘a U’ 
throughout D. Now let 
SJ=3i-A. 
Then ri is a standard stopping time for (a,-@, ,$,q+,, B,F+~, P”); that is, 
f~-(gs+cAA~r))oq,i~,: is p”-uniformly integrable. From this, together with 
the fact that (@ (By‘Af))Oc.li d’ is &.miformly integrable, it is not hard to 
deduce that (Q-(~~S~J)oG,~n is B%niformly integrable: that is, $’ is pU- 
standard. Clearly B, o ty = a.q+,i = Bs, so ,u,?, = A’. Of course ,!?I is just 
inf(r > 3: B, 6? A,}. Now we wish to show that there exists a (g!)-stopping 
time s’ such that 9 = 2? P”-as. Well. by T36 and T37 of Chapter XIV of 
1 I2 ] in conjunction with Th&or&me 83 of Chapter IV of [6], every stopping 
time of (0. .9’, 59:. P”) is previsible. Hence by Thiorime 77 of Chapter IV 
of 16 1, there is an increasing sequence (Hi) of (Zf)-stopping times which 
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take their values in the set M of dyadic rationals, such that H = lim, Ht. 
Then as M is countable, for each k there is a (By)-stopping time H, such 
that H, takes its values in MU ( co } and H, = EI> P-a.s. Replacing H, by 
sup(H,: 0 < I < kj, we may suppose (H,) increases. Let fi, = H, o y. Then 
Rk T A p”a.s. Let 3’ = lim,,, ,.$’ f g,. Then p = 9’ &as. Now each fl, 
is a (&LT+t)-stopping time which takes on only countably many values so 
each 3 t A, is a (.g[)-stopping time. Thus 9 is a @&stopping time. Let 
ff?=.!?‘AT. Then ,!?‘~9 and 3<,!?” so PW(3<p)=0 by the p- 
essential maximality of 3 in 3’. But since A4 is finely open, 3 < 3’ FM-a.s. 
on {B, EA,}. Thus we must have 3= T P-a.s. on {BE A,}. Hence 
a@,) = 0. As this is true for all rational numbers q, a(A) = 0. Now since 
R”< 3 and CY < 1 = p,?, a does not charge polar sets. In particular, 
CX(( U’= co }) = 0. Therefore from a(A) = 0 we obtain 
U” > U” a-a.e. 
But then by the domination principle 4.15, lJ” > U” throughout D. Hence 
U” > Ua. But since 3 E 9, Ua 2 U”. Thus 1= v as was to be shown. 
Case 2. If pU(T=O)>O, let sZ’={T>O}, 3’=.9lQ’, 9~=3~.@, 
B”:=B,In”l,~ul(dx)=~~(B,Edx,~>O),P~’=PPl~’,and~=TI&‘.Then 
by Case 1, there is a pW’-standard (g;)-stopping time 3’ < p’ such that 
pU’(B[r, E Q!,x) = P’(p,, E dx). We can take 
3=sr on {FT>O] 
=O on (P=O). 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
An open problem which seems to me to be very interesting is the 
following: Find a formula which to each pair of measures p and v in D, such 
that v does not charge polar sets and the appropriate potential condition is 
satisfied, associates a @‘,)-stopping Tw,, (P’-standard if D = R’ or R2) such 
that Pi,., = V. (As the reader will have noticed, one can always reduce to the 
case where v does not charge polar sets.) But for each such “target measure” 
V, since v does not charge polar sets, there is associated with v an additive 
functional (A;) which measures v along the trajectories of (B,). I think this is 
too nice to be a coincidence. There should be a formula for a T,,,, in which 
(A:) figures. 
Recently, Aztma and Yor have found a formula for a T,,,. in the case 
D = R’, ,U = the unit point mass at 0; see [ l] and, for the proof that their 
T,.,, is P”-standard, see 121. 
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